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"I'm not a conservative, but Michael Moore is a scumbag propaganda artist. I swear, if he could change his
views a bit, he'd be perfect for the Bush administration. That is the only comment I'm willing to make on that."
"IMO, Michael Moore is to Ann Coulter as Bill O'Reilly is to Randi Rhodes is to Clarabell is to Ernie The Armpit
Flatulence Simulator, who I went to high school with. All part of a general and ongoing coarsening of the culture
where making fart noises has replaced meaningful political dialogue."
I guess you guys don't want "socialized medicine" LOL looks like you don't mind paying for your health
insurance!! if 1% owns 80% of everything that's OK with you? we're the only western advanced country that
doesn't have socialized health care! and everyone else in the world has at least 5 weeks paid vacation and
works a 35hr week!
But you choose to "obey orders" and hope for the best!! Don't upset the rich man or you might be living worse
than you already are!
No big deal, my flyrodding friends, some of my best friends were afraid to watch "Fahrenheit 911" they were
afraid that the movie might make Bush look like a idiot!! Instead they watched "Fahren-hype 911" put out by the
right wing Bible bumping Spin Masters!!
We should call French Fries..... Freedom Fries, those cowards don't want to work more than 35 hrs a week and
want free college and free health care, LOL why can't they just follow orders like we do here in the states? why
do other countries want things for the middle class? we are happy working 50 hours a week just to make ends
meet......... how else is the rich man going to be a billionaire?
First time ever the US dollar is lower than third world countries!! Something to think about! and the downfall of
the housing market!
Different strokes for different folks!

